Opportunities in the NDC planning process to strengthen the role and ability of women to be agents of change in climate change
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Initial Thoughts

- What is the status of gender issues in Ghana’s NDC implementation plan currently?

- Which women are we addressing? Remember women are not homogenous even within the same country?

- What are the low hanging fruits that could be leverage on to enhance women participation and contribution as “Agents of Change”?
What is the status of gender issues in Ghana’s NDC implementation plan currently?

- NDC actions gender sensitive but implementation plan yet to have comprehensive plan on gender

Which women are we addressing? Remember women are not homogenous even within the same country?

- Mindful of north-south cultural differences as well as vulnerabilities

What are the low hanging fruits that could be leverage on to enhance women participation and contribution as “Agents of Change”?

- Strengthen the existing gender frameworks and structures to be more focused on the NDC actions (e.g. WAID, REDD+, MOGSP, Platform, Gender and CC Working Group, etc).
- Enhanced knowledge for systematic integration
- Capacity building at all levels
- Leadership roles and key representations
GHANA’S KEY PLANNING INGREDIENTS FOR EFFECTIVE MAINSTREAMING

1. Policies and institutional frameworks

2. Data & information

3. Targeted capacity

4. Sector champions

5. Effective Monitoring and tracking system
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